
 

 

http://www.tsukiji.or.jp/english/ 

 

Largest Wholesale Market in Japan 

The Tsukiji Market is separated into two main areas: the Inner Market 

(Jonai Shijo) and the Outer Market (Jogai Shijo). The Inner Market is 

the wholesale market for the professionals, and that is where the fish 

auction takes place. The Outer Market, featured in this brochure, retails 

some of the fresh seafood and vegetables sold in the Inner Market. 

Primarily, both markets cater to the professionals, but the Outer Market 

has recently opened its doors to visitors. 

■ Important Guidelines:  

1. Cars, trucks and turret trucks are used to transfer merchandise within the market. Please give them 

priority and stay out of their way. Your safety is our main concern. (Please be extra careful when you are 

taking photos…watch out behind you!).  

2. The Tsukiji Market people pride themselves in providing fresh food to their customers. When fresh fruits, 

vegetables and raw fish are handled by visitors, the merchandise lose their freshness. 

3. People aren’t used to bargaining in Tokyo. It is not part of their culture. If you press, you may end up 

offending the store owner! 

4. Restaurants in the Tsukiji Outer Market tend to be small with limited seating. Sometimes even lines form 

outside. Depending on the time of day, you may have to keep up with the eating pace of the locals. 

 

■ Access : 1- minute walk from Tsukiji Station.  

TX Tsukuba Sta.    TX Kitasenju Sta.    Kitasenju Sta. (Subway Hibiya Line)    Tsukiji Sta. 

  

 

 

Tamago-yaki
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(26min. 1,030yen)    (2min. on foot)                       (21min. 200yen) 

Maguro-don 



 

  

                              http://www.kabuki-bito.jp/eng/top.html 

The Kabukiza in Tokyo's Ginza district was reconstructed recently and reopened in April 2013. 

Kabuki is a classical Japanese dance-drama. Kabuki theatre is known  

for the stylization of its drama and for the elaborate make-up worn by  

some of its performers. 

Formal dress code is not required when attending a kabuki play, although  

decent dressing and footwear are recommended. Sometimes, often on the  

first day of a run, some ladies dress in traditional kinomo.  

These days, kabuki plays are most easily enjoyed at selected theaters with Western style seats. A day's 

performance is usually divided into two segments 

(one in the early afternoon and one towards the 

evening), and each segment is further divided into 

acts. Tickets are usually sold per segment, 

although in some cases they are also available per 

act. They typically cost around 2,000 yen for a 

single act or between 4,000 and 20,000 yen for an 

entire segment depending on the seat 

quality.Single-act tickets are only available on the 

day at a dedicated ticket window, while regular 

tickets can be booked online in English.  

http://www1.ticket-web-shochiku.com/en/ 

 

■ Access :  

TX Tsukuba Sta.    TX Kitasenju Sta.    Kitasenju Sta.(Subway Hibiya Line)    Higashi-ginza  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
<Ren-jishi 連獅⼦> 
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First class seats

Third-A class seats 

Third-B class seats

Second class seats 

Single act seats

Kabuki-za

 

<Medetai-yaki めでたい焼>  

At Kabuki-za 


